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Tradition is not the worship of
ashes, but the preservation of fire.
Gustav Mahler
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Rosie Mazur

Candle magick is a simple way to incorporate spellwork into your practice.
Select a colour that best suits your intention.

White

Black

Peace, purity,
all-purpose

Banishing, hexing,
protection

Red

Green

Passion, courage,
energy

Nature, healing,
fertility, money

Blue

Purple

Calm, healing,
communication

Wisdom, spirit,
authority

Dress your candle with oils and herbs and use within
your workings.
Rub a candle with the appropriate oil into the centre to
bring in.
Rub oil from the centre out to send out.
Dress candle with herbs suited for your working.
Pay attention to the flame.

A High Flame
Your intentions are supported.
A Weak Flame
There are heavy obstacles to your
intentions.
Struggling to Light
It is best to leave this magick till
another time.

Always be safe and never leave a burning candle
unattended.
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Cosmic Push to Seeking Employment
Fill out your job application or use your CV.
Place this onto your space.
Dress a green candle with Money Drawing Oil, rubbing
inwards; and roll in a mix of cinnamon, allspice, and
cloves.
Burn this candle safely on top of the application/CV while
you do your spell work.
When finished, snuff the flame and bury what’s left in a
place special to you.

Kai
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Nina Harper

Ode to Joan of Arc
Your flames
may have
licked
&
blackened
my body.
But your
closed minds
will kill you in
the end.
For I will live on
in the souls of
others.
Do you not
realise that
goddesses
cannot be
vanquished
by mere
men.
Written by

Nerida Woods

“Feminist Witches have stated
that Witchcraft is not
incompatible with politics, and
further that the Craft is a
religion historically conceived
in rebellion and can therefore
be true to its nature only when
it continues its ancient fight
against oppression.”
Margot Adler
Drawing Down the Moon, 1979
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W. I. T. C. H
Women's International Terrorist
Conspiracy from Hell
W.I.T.C.H. is the name of several independently
operating feminist groups in the United States. The
first chapter formed in New York City in the late
1960s. Their activist work involved public
demonstrations dressed in witch costume,
appropriating the image of the witch as a figure of
empowerment and resistance.
The first W.I.T.C.H group was formed as a splinter of
the New York Radical Women group, which at the
time was fraught with tensions between the "politicos"
and the "radical feminists". The politicos were socialist
feminists and attributed the oppression of women to
capitalism.

Photos in this section by Bev Grant, 1968
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They sought to work alongside

included "Women Infuriated at

with other contemporary causes

Taking Care of Hoodlums" and

such as the black liberation

"Women Indentured to Traveler's

movement, student rights activism

Corporate Hell".

and the massive anti-war
movement. These politicos were
interested in creating wider
revolutionary socio-political
change. In contrast, the radical
feminists didn’t see capitalism as the
root of oppression, and felt the
Women’s Liberation movement
should be fought independently of

At their 1969 inaugural event, the
original W.I.T.C.H marched on
Wall Street dressed as witches to
protest capitalism. According to
scholar Debra Michals, they
“demanded an audience with Satan,
our superior, at the Stock
Exchange.” The group brought a

other causes.

paper-maché pig's head on a

Some of these politicos formed

Wall Street statue of George

W.I.T.C.H on Halloween night in

Washington, which was considered

1968. They adopted the name

“a symbol of patriarchal, slave-

"Women's International Terrorist

holding power.”

Conspiracy from Hell" and its

golden plate and surrounded the

acronym, W.I.T.C.H.

Based on their successes, other

The group would always retain this

“covens”) appeared in Chicago and

acronym, but the wording changed

Washington, D.C. W.I.T.C.Hes at

depending on what they were

University of Chicago protested

working on at the time. For

the firing a popular female lecturer,

instance, during a demonstration

screaming "Beware of the curse,

against the Bell Telephone

the witch's curse" while throwing

company, the group used "Women

hair and nail clippings at the head

Incensed at Telephone Company

of the sociology department.

Harassment". Other examples

W.I.T.C.H groups (called
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In February 1969, the original

W.I.T.C.H member Robin

W.I.T.C.H Coven appeared at a

Morgan later acknowledged that

bridal fair at Madison Square

the group had failed to anticipate

Garden wearing black veils and

how audiences would respond to

sung, “Here come the slaves/off to

some of their theatrical actions. She

their graves.” They then released

described some of their work as

white mice throughout the venue,

“clownish proto-anarchism," and

hoping to terrify the audience.

that W.I.T.C.H hadn't “raised our

However this was considered

own consciousness very far out of

unsuccessful; many of the women

our own combat boots.”

weren’t scared but instead tried to
help the mice escape.

A W.I.T.C.H leaflet handed out

Their ‘radical feminist’ opponents

describes the groups affiliation with

were particularly critical of this

the image of the witch. To them,

event, which they saw as

withes embodied the revolutionary

thoughtless and counterproductive.

spirit they sought to emulate.

They advocated for political actions
which instead raised conciousness,
respectability and public approval
amongst the middle class.

during one of their actions

WITCH is an all-woman Everything. It's theater,
revolution, magic, terror, joy, garlic flowers, spells. It's
an awareness that witches and gypsies were the original
guerrillas and resistance fighters against oppression –
particularly the oppression of women – down through
the ages. Witches have always been women who dared
to be: groovy, courageous, aggressive, intelligent,
nonconformist, explorative, curious, independent,
sexually liberated, revolutionary. (This possibly
explains why nine million of them have been burned.)
W.I.T.C.H. Manifesto
Quoted in Cynthia Eller’s Living in the Lap of the Goddess: The
Feminist Spirituality Movement in America. 1993.

Current scholarly estimates place the number of
witches killed as much less than nine million rather, somewhere between 40,000 and 50,000.
Regardless, the manifesto makes clear that
reclaiming the identity of the witch served an
extremely potent source of inspiration and strength
for their activism.
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Reflecting on this, religious studies scholar
Cynthia Eller wrote in 1993 that:
The most significant aspect of W.I.T.C.H. was its
choice of central symbol: the witch. By choosing this
symbol, feminists were identifying themselves with
everything women were taught not to be: ugly,
aggressive, independent, and malicious. Feminists took
this symbol and molded it - not into the fairy tale
"good witch," but into a symbol of female power,
knowledge, independence, and martyrdom.
It’s worth noting, too, that W.I.T.C.H were
perhaps ahead of their time in recognising the
importance of intersectionality within the
Women’s Liberation movement. In protest
against the incarceration of six Black Panther
women at a Connecticut state prison in
November 1969, they released the manifestopoem “Pass the Word, Sister.” The poem
considers the impact of the incarcerated womens’
class, race and role as mothers.
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Modern W.I.T.C.H
The original W.I.T.C.H groups

These new covens made international

ceased action in 1970. However

headlines in February 2017 when a

W.I.T.C.H was more recently

video of W.I.T.C.H. Boston casting a

revived in 2016 after Preisdent

binding spell on Donald Trump went

Trump was inaugurated. As many

viral. It’s now been viewed over

as fifty new covens were said to

18,000 times.

appear throughout the United
States, with centres in Boston and

The binding spell on Donald Trump

Portland.

was part of the Magic Resistance - an

These more modern chapters of

throughout the world who went on

W.I.T.C.H similarly use witch

to cast monthly binding spells on

aesthetics as part of their public

Trump during his presidency. The

demonstrations. Modern costumes

Magical Resistance movement was

intentionally conceal the coven

lead by Michael M Hughes, and

member’s faces, both to channel an

encouraged all those involved in

dramatic anonymity, and to protect

magical work to come together in

their identities. One campaign saw

resistance against Trump.

the W.I.T.C.Hes hand out the
‘Death’ tarot card, with the message
edited onto it “A vote for the
health-care bill will mean DEATH
for millions of Americans.”

alliance of magical practitioners

These revived covens now appear to
be relatively dormant, and their
websites have shut down. You can
still take a look at their Instagram
accounts, though: @witchboston and
@witchpdx.

“[Witches are] the heretic, the
healer, the disobedient wife, the
woman who dared to live alone,
the obeah woman who poisoned
the master's food and inspired
the slaves to revolt.”
Silvia Federici
Caliban and the Witch
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A Spell to Bind Donald Trump
and All Those Who Abet Him

Taken from Michael M Hughes and Magical Resistance

Components
Unflattering image
of Trump

Tower tarot card
from any deck

Tiny stub of an
orange candle

Pin or small nail
to inscribe candle

White candle
any size, representing
the element of Fire

Small bowl of water
representing elemental
Water

Small bowl of salt
representing elemental
Earth

Feather
any kind, representing
the element of Air

Matches or lighter

Ashtray
or dish of sand

Optional

Piece of pyrite
Fool’s gold

Sulfur

Black thread
for traditional binding
variant

Baby carrot
as substitute for orange
candle stub
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Preparation
Write “Donald J. Trump” on the
orange candle stub with a pin or
nail. Then, arrange other items in
a pleasing circle in front of you.
Lean the Tower card against
something so that it’s standing up
(vertically).
Say a prayer for protection and
invoke blessing from your

Grounding and
Disposal

preferred spirit or deity. Reading

After casting the spell, ground

the 23rd Psalm aloud is common

yourself by having a good, hearty

in Hoodoo/Conjure/Rootwork

laugh, jumping up and down,

traditions. Experienced magicians

clapping your hands, stomping your

may perform an appropriate

feet, and having a bite to eat.

banishing ritual.

Grounding is very important—don’t
neglect it. And remember—he hates
people laughing at him.
Finally, bury the orange candle stub
or discard it at a crossroads or in
running water.

Image on previous page
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The Ritual
Light white candle

Bind him so that he shall not
break our polity
Usurp our liberty

Hear me, oh spirits
Of Water, Earth, Fire, and Air

Or fill our minds with hate,
confusion, fear, or despair

Heavenly hosts

And bind, too,

Demons of the infernal realms

All those who enable his
wickedness

And spirits of the ancestors

And those whose mouths speak
his poisonous lies
Light inscribed orange candle stub
I beseech thee, spirits, bind all of
them

I call upon you
To bind

As with chains of iron

Donald J. Trump

Bind their malicious tongues

So that his malignant works may
fail utterly

Strike down their towers of
vanity

That he may do no harm
To any human soul
Nor any tree

Invert Tower tarot card

Animal
Rock
Stream
or Sea
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I beseech thee in my name
Say your full name
In the name of all who walk

Light the small photo of Trump
from the flame of the orange
candle stub and hold carefully
above the ashtray.

Crawl, swim, or fly
Of all the trees, the forests,
Rivers and seas

Speak the following loudly and
with increasing passion as the
photo burns to ashes.

In the name of Justice

So mote it be!

And Liberty

So mote it be!

And Love

So mote it be!*

Streams, deserts,

And Equality
And Peace
Bind them in chains
Bind their tongues
Bind their works

Blow out orange candle,
visualizing Trump blowing apart
into dust or ash.
Pinch or snuff out the white
candle, ending the ritual.

Bind their wickedness

*Alternatively, you can use the Use-His-Pet-Phrase-Against-Him Variant, which has
become the preferred version and utilizes “You’re fired!” in place of “So mote it be.”

Image on next page
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The Witches Were Women
Written by

Charlotte Kelly

I cast down fences and hedges,
bandaged his cut with plantain leaves,
begged for bread, took money for sex.
I dared to heal without having studied
I harmed, i cured, it was irrelevant.
I helped this one give birth, and that one not to.
a battle is waged to snatch this knowledge they will control our bodies, they will control
our numbers, they have wars to win.

I shared gossip, i shared wisdom.
we were friends and they called it a coven,
we made tea and they called it medicine,
we had a party and they called it a sabbat.
the very vagueness of the charge impossible to prove.
nevertheless random evidence
condemns me to the rope or the flame.
men of the enlightenment,
the priest, the doctor, the lawyer.
They say the milk curdled and four sheep died.
They say she fell backwards off the stool
stone dead, my evil eye upon her.
They say i fucked the devil.
the witch-finder’s manual consulted
(king james edition)
“those accused of sorcery should never be acquitted.”
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I was murdered, and with me died my skill, my courage, my blessings.
The whole village was forced to attend.
No-one spoke for me lest they condemn themselves.
Lessons learned. miracles are the
provision of the church,
healing the arena of doctors,
and power the concern of men:
one husband, one god, one devil.
murdered were widows, women of means
they killed me for the house my husband left me
so they could repair the bridge and the church besides
to better worship their god who preaches… what?
the fear stills my tongue more than the bridle.
I submit to the threat of the stake and cast my eyes
down to the dusty floor of the church.
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June Moth

Salt
Written by

Dane Divine

I found out the morning after that damp night air does
strange things to salt left on varnished wood. It had
looked soft and grainy when I’d sprinkled it, but
overnight it had become something completely different.
Using the long-handled broom, I’d attempted to sweep
the salt away, but it clumped and stuck to the bristles,
streaking the floor with a whitish residue. I tentatively
reached out a finger and discovered it wasn't just sticky
and salty, but somehow greasy too.

I filled a bucket with clear, cold water and began to clean a
patch of the floor with a damp cloth. I rinsed and wiped
again. Using an old tea-towel I dried it, but it looked and
felt tacky, as if the elements were coming apart. My heart
started to race at the potency of the salt, but I calmed
myself and focused. I dipped the cloth back into the water,
rinsed it and rubbed again, careful not to spread the
saltiness onto the unmarred areas of board.
Moving across the floor, I repeated the process, cleaning
and drying. The salty shape had faded, but there were still
some lingering ghostly marks. I stood up, hoping some
vertical distance would help it disappear, but it was still
noticeable. “Bloody hell,” I muttered to myself, never
imagining this would take such a clean-up. I went back
down on my knees and wiped at it again.
Half an hour later, I began to wonder how much time,
effort and money it would cost to sand and re-varnish the
floor boards. I figured it would be a lot more than I could
afford. I sighed. My knees were starting to hurt and
despair was nibbling into my heart, just like the salt had
nibbled into the varnish. I stood and took a moment,
rubbing at my knees, considering that maybe I shouldn’t
have put the salt on the floor in the first place.
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Madeline McGovern

“Tea will help,” I said to the cat,

middle and called on the Gods to

who had been sat watching me the

remove my pain. I’d implored

whole time. She blinked wisely

them, raised my athame, my

and we went to the kitchen

ceremonial blade, repeating the

together.

spell over and over. But then Barry
had walked in to tell me to keep

After a cuppa and quick skim

the noise down, almost ruining

through Instagram, I walked back

everything, as normal. But the

to the spare room, to tackle the salt

calm power of the pentagram had

again. I stood in the doorway; the

inspired me to say no to him for

afternoon sun had started to fall

the first time since we’d married all

across the floor. In some areas the

those years ago. I smiled,

water had fully dried and the

remembering his surprise and

floorboards were back to normal. I

sudden acceptance. In that

sighed with relief and went back to

moment I was finally a person to

the utility room to freshen the

be respected and he’d quickly

bucket, suddenly confident this

come around to my way of

would clean up.

thinking and actually helped,
giving his energy to something for

All afternoon I worked at the

me for a change. I’d been so happy

cleaning, and as I wiped, I

at his participation and amazed at

remembered the ritual. The lines of

how well the magic had worked

salt had shone brightly in the

after that.

candle-light. I’d stood in the
35

Finally all evidence of the salt was gone. I stood, rolling
my shoulders to ease out the tension and effort of the
chore. It was a job well done. In fact, a job excellently
done. I closed my eyes and listened. Not a sound in the
house, no questions, no demands, no unwanted attention.
This was a new stage in my life, and, yes, from now on
my life would be good.
I walked to the kitchen and fed the cat. After dinner, I’d
tackle the blood.

Eliphas Levi's Pentagram, figure of the
microcosm, the magical formula of Man. 1855
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About COVEN
This zine is one of four in the

history. We acknowledge that

debut series of COVEN. It brings

these are not necessarily part of

together visual and written

everyone's practice or inherent to

contributions from creatives in

witchcraft, however they are

Aotearoa. Some contributors

meaningful for some.

identify as witches, others don't.

Additional Text

COVEN is not intended to make

Writing not otherwise credited is

authoritative comment on the

written by Liam Goulter for

world of witchcraft; it simply
shares a range of perspectives.

Wellington Zinefest. Mostly this is

Originally, we'd planned to make

existing content written about

one zine. However the amount,

witchcraft and the occult. Where

and variety, of content we received

possible, primary sources have

lead us to split the zine into four.

been quoted directly, either from

These four zines are all attributed,

scholars, witches themselves, or

somewhat loosely, to one of the

both. These additions are intended

four alchemical elements: Fire,

to enhance and provide context for

Water, Earth and Air.

some of the creative contributions.

adaptations and summaries of

Liam and Wellington Zinefest

Each zine incorporates content on

make no claim to be authoritative

a range of topics related in some

sources on these subjects, or that

way to the occult. This includes

the knowledge involved was

psychology, crystals, tarot, plant

generated by us.

magic, folklore, the zodiac and
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Authorship

This is a shortcoming of this zine,

Wellington Zinefest's

and if we produce future editions

contributions to the zine are Euro-

we'd hope to source and include

centric. They focus almost

perspectives from non-western

exclusively on western experiences,

people.

concepts and perspectives on
witchcraft. This is not to suggest
that we only consider western
witchcraft to be relevant. Rather,
given the spiritual, personal and at
times dangerous nature of
witchcraft, it felt wrong to
represent those histories outside
our own subject position.

Imagery
Much of the supplementary
imagery included is archival and
taken either from Wikimedia
Commons or British Library.
Images not credited to individual
creatives or to these archives are
taken from stock imagery archives.
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